
Exercises
Personnel Economics, Winter 2019/20

Exercise 1: Production & recruitment Anne has a capital stock of 10,000 and

wants to set up a small business producing hats. The production technology is given

by Q(H,L,K) = 2 ·H 4
7 · L 2

7 ·K 1
7 , where H, L and K are high-skilled workers, low-

skilled workers and capital. The wages are wH = 16 and wL = 10 and the interest

rate (capital costs) is r = 0.05.

a.) Determine the marginal products of high and low-skilled workers (MPH and

MPL).

b.) What is the optimal relation of high and low-skilled workers Mia should hire?

c.) Assume that Mia wants to produce 100 hats. How many high and low-skilled

workers should Mia recruit? What are the costs of production?

d.) Is the production technology in this example characterized by any interdepen-

dencies between input factors?

Exercise 2: Production & recruitment You are the manager of a large clothing

company producing high quality shirts for men. Each worker uses a sewing machine,

which causes capital costs of 8.5e per day. Unskilled workers produce on average 3

shirts per day and skilled workers produce 5 shirts per day. The hourly wage rate is

7e for unskilled and 13e for skilled workers. One working day consists of 8 hours.

a.) Should the firm hire skilled or unskilled workers? Why?

b.) There are new high-tech sewing machines available on the market, which cost

21.50e a day. These machines double the output of all workers. Should the

new sewing machines be bought? What kind of workers should be hired?
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Exercise 3: Risky candidates There are two job candidates for a vacant position

in your company. Job candidate 1 has the usual profile and is a certain candidate

with a yearly productivity of $ 300,000. Candidate 2 is an uncertain candidate who

could turn out as being a star or a flop. The productivity could either be $ 700,000

with probability 0.35 and $ -100,000 with probability 0.65. The yearly wage rate for

the position is $ 150,000. Assume that the “true” productivity can be observed after

one year in the job. Assume further that there are no costs of firing a candidate after

one year.

a.) Do you hire candidate 1 or 2 if the job duration is expected to be only 1 year?

Why?

b.) Do you hire candidate 1 or 2 if the job duration is expected to be 5 years?

Why?

Exercise 4: Screening You work in the human resource department of a service

company and your task is to recruit a new employee. The wage for the new hire

is set to e 3,000 per month. The new employee will stay in the firm for at least 1

month. After the application interviews, you are not exactly sure about the produc-

tivity of the different job applicants. However, you know that the productivities are

distributed according to the table below:

Type A B C D E

Fraction 0.1 0.1 0.4 0.3 0.1

Output per month -500 0 2,500 3,500 5,000

You have the possibility to organize an Assessment Center that helps to distinguish

workers. Actually, it would be possible to distinguish whether a person belongs to the

group A-C or D-E. What is the highest price you would pay for such an Assessment

Center?
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Exercise 5: Worker self-selection Assume you have two types of job applicants,

L and H-types and you would like to attract H-types only because these are the high-

ability workers. One possibility to distinguish between the two types is to design a

proper two-phase job contract. After a probation period with a wage of W1, you can

observe whether the person is of high or low ability and promote the H-types with

a wage of W2 in the second phase and fire the L-types. However, your evaluation

after probation is correct with a probability of 90% only, i.e. in 10% of the cases you

think an L-type is an H-type and promote the wrong person and in 10% of the cases

you think an H-type is an L-type and fire the wrong person.

The table below shows 5 different job contracts, consisting of bundles of W1 and W2.

The table also includes the alternative wages of the two types: L-types can earn a

wage of 90 per period in another firm and H-types earn 95 elsewhere. Calculate the

value of applying to the different job offers for each type of worker and determine

what job offers attract the right applicants.

L-type H-type

W1 W2 Alternative Application
Value

Apply? Alternative Application
Value

Apply?

100 100 180 190

90 115 180 190

80 130 180 190

70 145 180 190

60 160 180 190

Exercise 6: Education decisions After high school graduation, you have to

decide whether to pursue university education or enter the labor market. If you

enter the labor market, your earnings will be 23,000 e in each period. A college

degree, on the other hand, costs 3,000 e at the beginning of the first period (tuition

fee and books). You will not earn money during the studies (one period) but you

will enter the labor market afterwards with an earnings potential of 39,000 e per

period. Note that earnings are paid at the end of each period. Your planning horizon

consists of 3 periods. Do you go to university if your discount rate is 10%?
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Exercise 7: Search behavior You finished your studies in Business and Economics

and you have worked for 3 years in a company. You earn 40,000 e per year. In

your city, there are only 10 other firms of which 3 of them are known to pay higher

wages, around 42,000 e per year. Your planning horizon comprises the next 3 years.

You don’t like to search for a new job, it can be annoying and it needs time. One

application generates search costs of around 1,000 e . Since you are forward-looking,

your discount rate amounts to 5%. Will you search for a new job? Note that earnings

are paid at the beginning of each period.

Exercise 8: Age, crises & buyouts The table below shows the wage rate W, the

alternative value of time A and the productivity P of workers aged 25-65. The table

also shows the present values PV of wages, alternative values and productivities.

Age W A P PV(W) PV(A) PV(P) PV(0.7P)

25 30 20.0 20.0 145.5 99.3 145.5 101.8
30 30 20.6 34.4 145.4 102.3 201.2 140.8
35 30 21.3 45.0 145.4 105.3 238.6 167.1
45 30 22.5 55.0 144.3 110.5 258.7 181.1
55 30 23.8 50.0 134.0 109.1 211.3 147.9
60 30 24.4 41.9 109.1 89.5 137.2 96.0
65 30 25.0 30.0 30.0 25.0 30.0 5.0

a.) Calculate the rent for the firm from employing workers of the different age

groups (use the present values for this exercise) and show the rents graphically.

What age group generates the highest value for the firm?

b.) After a demand shock, the productivity of workers is reduces by 30% (PV(0.7P

in the table). Calculate the new rents for the firm and show the results in your

graph. What age groups are of high risk to be dismissed if the demand shock

is not temporary?

c.) The manager wants to buy out workers aged 60 and 65. What offer is necessary

to buy them out, if they believe that 40% of both age groups have to be

dismissed if they do not accept the offer?
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Exercise 9: Authority structures and errors in decision making Calculate

the likelihood of false positive and false negative errors in decision making for the

hierarchical authority structure, the flat structure and the second opinion structure.

Assume that the probability of a right decision at first evaluation is p = 0.55 and

at the second evaluation is q = 0.65. In the second opinion structure, in the case of

disagreement a fraction of λ = 0.6 projects will be accepted and implemented.

Exercise 10: Free-riding in teams Workers A and B have to work on a project

together. The production function is Y = 2 · e
1
2
A · e

1
2
B, where eA and eB are the effort

levels of the workers. The disutility of effort is given by CA = e2A and CB = 2 · e2B.

Compensation is determined by the project output, which will be split between the

two workers.

a.) Calculate the optimal effort levels e∗A and e∗B, if individuals maximize their

utility functions UA = e
1
2
A · e

1
2
B − e2A and UB = e

1
2
A · e

1
2
B − 2 · e2B (round to the 3rd

decimal point).

b.) How much output will be produced by the project? What are the utilities of

the workers? Are these results efficient?

Exercise 11: Compensation scheme The marginal costs of producing Note-

books are 250e and the price of Notebooks is 550e. The labor supply of a salesper-

son is given in the table below. The worker is able to sell one Notebook a day. What

is the optimal output level for this firm? How many working days per month will the

salesperson work if he or she is compensated according to an optimal compensation

scheme (wage = a+ b ∗ sales)? What is total compensation per month?
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Working days Compensation per month
per month (total disutility of work)

1 20

2 60

3 120

4 210

5 340

6 520

7 770

8 1070

9 1490

10 1990

Exercise 12: Compensation scheme Derive the optimal compensation scheme

a firm should choose for the following situation: The output depends only on the

effort level of the worker Q = e, the price of the product is normalized to one P = 1

and the worker is paid according to his/her performance which is measured correctly

Pay = a + be. The cost function for the worker is C = 3e2. Assume that the firm

maximizes profit π = PQ − Pay and the worker maximizes utility U = Pay − C.

What are the optimal values of a and b the company should set? What is the effort

level e∗ of the worker in this case?

Exercise 13: Employee-Options A manager gets 1000 stock options with an

exercise price of 90e. What is the value of these options if the stock price is 80e

with probability 0.4, 110e with probability 0.4 and 120e with probability 0.2?
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